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“Heirloom” began several years ago with a conversation with artist Nicki Davis 
who was telling me one day that  her parents had just purchased a painting. 
She explained that they were really excited to announce this to her since she 
was a “professional artist”.  This acquisition was the first of the sort for them--it 
was a [real!] painting; not a poster or a printed canvas, it was a figurative paint-
ing of a cow. Her parents had picked it up at an art fair and seemed to like it a 
lot. I personnaly have never seen this painting but I remember vividly Nicki’s 
face when she described the image. I could sense a mix of disbelief and amuse-
ment in her reaction. She seemed to be touched by her parents’ attempt to 
support the arts while also being cynical about what she considered an absurd 
purchase. 

This anecdote sparkled a discussion among our circle of peers. It was interest-
ing how some of us had similar tastes and interest with our parents and some 
of us had radically different sensitivities. We came up with the concept for a 
collection-type art show in which we would display objects that artists would 
select from their parents’ homes. We wanted to focus on objects that somehow 
functioned as artworks in the house, and to see what people decorate and 
surround themselves with.

One aspect of this experiment that really spoke to us was the double layer of 
curatorial work. We would act as curators picking artists who would also act 
as curators picking “artworks” from their childhood houses. By choosing the 
objects, artists are given the chance to explore the definition of art itself and its 
function in people’s lives--especially outside of the realm of institutions. 

It took years before this show actually became a reality. In the Spring of 2015, 
we finally found an occasion to give life to this project as it fits within the mis-
sion of the curatorial collective Near*By. Wave Pool, a Cincinnati art organiza-
tion that is also interested in contemporary issues in art, offered to host the 
show. All that was left to do was to choose a dozen artists whose 
practice would be relevant to our topic.’
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On Saturday May 9th 2015, NEAR*BY Curatorial Collective hosted 
“Heirloom: an exhibition of objects from the childhood homes of  artists” at 
Wave Pool Gallery in the neighborhood of Camp Washington in Cincinnati.  

Knowing that visually sensitive artists are so often effected by their 
early environment—and that aesthetic tastes can be something
creative people are both born with and cultivate over the span of a 
lifetime—NEAR*BY saught to find a visible missing link between a dozen 
artists’ formative cultural experiences and their current artistic output.  

With that aim in mind, four curators chose three different artists to each 
pick an object from their childhood domestic world that reflected the 
questions they remain concerned with asking in their own work.  Artists 
were interviewed about their chosen subject and as a result of those 
conversations, NEAR*BY created this catalogue with text from each 
curator and corresponding photographs describing the objects’ 
significance.

NEAR*BY is an untethered curatorial collective that 
seeks to bypass the art institution, working as liaison 
between artists and pluralistic audiences. We aim to 
create ephemeral and interdisciplinary exhibitions 
that connect art with location and meld curatorial 
and artist practices while blurring the boundaries 
between installation and white cube.
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Artist: Virginia Hill DuQuette
Wildflowers at the Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia at High Tide (possibly self-portrait) 
24” x 40”, 1974 
On loan from the artist’s family

This painting is a self-portrait by my mom. At least, I think it is a self-portrait. It 
used to hang above the couch (which was navy blue with white polka dots) in the 
living room of my modest suburban childhood home (which was down the street 
from my elementary school and up the street from a small park). My parents 
always had a lot of stuff. Like antiques and books and knick-knacks all over, 
everywhere.  This painting was always my favorite relic though. It was always 
weirdly mysterious to me.  

I liked how my mom painted the flowy sleeves.  I always wanted a dress with flowy 
sleeves, and I would draw people wearing flowy-sleeved garments holding flow-
ers.  I also liked how she painted the nose and eyebrow combination and would 
copy that too. I still like to draw faces like that sometimes. 

I thought maybe my mom had a secret past made of mountains, lakes, and 
general hippy excitement.  Was young mom taking hallucinogenic drugs and 
frolicking through fields of poppies? That is what I hoped. I wanted to imagine her 
as a free spirit with hairy armpits, radical feminist ideas, and paint on her hands. 
What made her decide to become a middle school art teacher and a parent?  Why 
didn’t she ever finish this painting? And why does it live in the attic now, with all 
of the other secrets from the past?



Ariel photograph with photo collage  
12” x 16”, 2006 
On loan from the artist’s family

From what I understand, an unknown man knocked on my parent’s door one day 
and presented them with a pre-framed, aerial photograph of their house.  The 
man said he owned a company that flies private planes over people’s houses and 
photographs them.  The company then goes door-to-door attempting to sell the 
photographs to the owners of the houses. As bizarre as this seems to me, my dad 
thought it was a cool idea and picture so he paid an unknown amount of money 
for the pre-Google Earth photograph, which now hangs in his basement office 
above his computer. 

He stands by his purchase and recently said “I’m sure that guy was making a 
killing off of those things!”  I picked this piece because — unlike the other ancient 
artwork in my parents’  house— it seemed to appear out of nowhere.  I always 
thought it was really strange, but for some reason I never asked any questions 
about it.  
 
I was also drawn to it because it highlights my dad’s interest in “found collage”. 
My grandpa (his father) had so many photographs on his walls that he resorted 
to collaging seemingly un-related pictures together with scotch tape to save wall 
space. My dad has started to adopt this aesthetic. 
 
On the back of the frame there is an address: American Views, 1506 Thornberry 
Road, Amelia, OH 45102.



Mixed-Media collage with gold frame 
18”x24”, 1997 
On loan from the artist’s family.

This is a mixed media 2D portrait of my family that was given to us in 1997 as a 
gift from my uncle [and his then-girlfriend] when he moved away after a long 
summer of pool parties and BBQs.  
 
My mother, Chris, is a chronic re-decorator so the work has lived in a minimum of 
one hundred different places. It was at 200 Bradford Drive hanging in our 
basement for the years before we moved to Blackhoof Trail. Since then, it’s hung 
in the living room, dining room, family room, basement, and bathroom. I find 
myself spending time with it every time I go home, rediscovering or discovering 
some unfound detail--Frying Pans, Party Hats, Luna, etc.   
 
This is the most consistent piece Chris has ever kept in her collection. She says 
guests never say anything about it. No questions or comments about it. Nothing. 
This piece reminds me of one of the most creative summers I ever had – I was ten 
years old making movies and art and songs and thrifting and sewing and 
imagining and creating with my artist uncle and his lady. I thought they were rock 
stars.



Nintendo 64 with James Bond 007 and modified auxiliary controller 
c. 1997
On loan from the artist

In 1997 my dad would occaisonally rent a Nintendo 64 system from Harbor Audio 
Video for my brother and I to play.  One cold Friday night my dad went out to pick 
up some food for dinner and scoop up a rental.  He was gone for longer than 
usual, which kind of worried me because it was snowing.  When pops finally 
returned he told us all the systems had already been rented out from the video 
store.  As we turned to vocalize our disappointment, he pulled a big box out from 
behind the couch, grinning, and said he’d just decided to go and get his own.  As a 
ten year old, this was an emotional roller coaster; my brother and I danced around 
the living room in our long-johns that night, giddy as all get out. 

As an artist, I am often concerned with portraying aspects of the millennial lived 
experience, particularly the ways millennials continue to negotiate the unification 
of the physical and digital. For me, the Nintendo64 occupies a unique position for 
millennials, and offers a lot of ground for appropriating content and catalyzing 
conversation.
 
I’m not a gamer by any means, but the N64 was the first video game console my 
family ever owned, so it carries a lot of nostalgic weight for me.  While my dad 
bought the system for my younger brother and I, he played right along with us. 
He’s better than me at a lot of those games!  He even repaired this replacement 
controller with a replacement joystick--a screw--so we could keep on playing 
(despite tearing up our thumbs).  For a good fifteen years the console lived at 
my dads, either plugged in for play or within a beaten-up paper bag in the attic. 
Today, I have it hooked up at my apartment where I can often get anyone born 
between 1983-1993 to go at least one round of Mariocart64.  That continued, 
generational engagement is something I really enjoy. 
 
007 Goldeneye was a consistent opportunity for “some family Bonding,” as my 
dad used to say. The movie Goldeneye came out in 1995, and was received as the 
James Bond for our generation.  For me, that movie, the Goldeneye game, and the 
N64 itself have come to represent a moment in culture before things got too high 
tech and ridiculous.  



Bronze Parvati statue with rug safety wrapping 
c.1935
On loan from the artist’s family

My great uncle Bob brought this bronze statue of the Hindu goddess Parvati back 
with him from one of his many trips overseas in the 1930’s.  I grew up in a 
bi-cultural household (French and American) and my parents’ interest and 
appreciation for international culture inspired my  dreams to travel the world 
and communicate with people who are different (and also similar) to me.  These 
multi-cultural characters were all around- intermixed in the scenery of our home 
when we were growing up. 
 
This statue usually leans against a statue of a wooden monkey, in an dining room 
decorated with asian art and cultural artifacts.  Parvati is the Hindu goddess of 
love and devotion, the wife of Shiva and the Mother of Ganesha.  She is a gentle 
and nurturing two-armed deity, and represents Shakti -the divine feminine energy 
of the universe. While this object has been in my home for a while, I learned more 
about Parvati more recently when I became a yoga teacher.  
 
Visual language has a huge power to communicate across language barriers.  I 
think of my audience as a global community and make work about universal and 
human experiences.



Discarded chewing tobacco containers 
Collaborative site-specific installation with the Dayton Gems hockey team 
2003 
On loan from the artist’s family 
 
Nick Srimenti chose from his parents’ house a pyramid made of used dip cans 
(mouth tobacco). This installation, located in the basement of his childhood 
home, usually stands atop a large 59’’ big screen TV--a specific model that 
stopped being sold around 2001. The pyramid has held this position since 2003. 

While Scrimenti, who grew up in Dayton, was still in high school his older brother 
joined the local minor league hockey team. The pay was extremely low and when 
several other players moved to the city to join the team they couldn’t afford a 
place to live. Scrimenti’s parents allowed five hockey players, ages ranging 18-23, 
to move into their basement. The players stayed there roughly six months and 
chewed a great deal of tobacco during that time, stacking discarded dip cans into 
a pyramid that stands as an art installation and monument in remembrance of 
their time in that basement. The pyramid was constructed slowly but it became a 
symbolic tribute to this strange period in Scrimenti’s family life.  
 
“With the pyramid being in the basement, where I rarely go when I am at my par-
ents, it felt like a forgotten memory that I don’t often think about”. 
 
Nick Scrimenti is an artist known for his experience with hoarders. He recently 
presented an exhibition at Harvest Gallery in Cincinnati, OH, where he showed 
his work as a form of accumulation of art pieces, questioning the necessity of 
holding on and letting go of things.  



Airborn 4th Student Battalion Year Book - Fort Benning, Georgia  
c. 1970 
On loan from the artist 

This object is precious but rarely seen.  It is the graduation book given to my 
father upon his completion of his basic training when joining the Army in 1970. 
He became a paratrooper and in 1972 was deployed to Vietnam.  My dad took 
the book out only occasionally when I was young and asked about his military 
career.  I remember him asking me if I could point him out among the photos.

This book resurfaced most recently before my father passed away because he 
had joined a veterans’ club. He was proud of his service in the military. So my 
dad went through all of his old stuff and was scanning them onto his computer 
and uploading as much to Facebook as he could. It was kind of funny watching 
my dad getting into the digital age through this connection with his old one. My 
family often sat around and looked at photos when I was a child and Facebook 
became the new means to bring about old forms of bonding. I like to see these 
parallels in time.

I lived with my father until relatively recently and often thought about the 
scattered bits of family that I had. This strong bond I had with my father has had 
influence in much of my work. This book and its relationship to my work is largely 
symbolic as it is a defining moment of my father’s life and shaped him into the 
man I came to know and love.  



Izy Hardy, Specimen Box, various dates.
On loan from the artist’s family. 
 
For the past five years, installation artist Izy Hardy has been creating a body of 
work that pays homage to her family’s scientific inclinations.  The daughter of 
a botanist mother and chemist father, Hardy employs an experimental process 
of grown crystallization on mixed media that often involves foraging for natural 
phenomenological subjects. The family’s collection of specimens (arrowheads, 
semi-precious stones, fossils, and pottery fragments) in a tin box was kept on the 
fireplace mantle in her childhood living room, and reflects an appreciation of 
natural science & history that continues to inspire her art.  Hardy speaks of many 
exploratory expeditions into natural environments (like the Indian mounds near 
the Mississippi River flats, for example,) with her family to explore and discover as 
a kid; and on many of those trips her mother would often add to the collection.  
The “botany nerd” as the artist describes her mom, had “ informative intentions” 
for teaching her children about every piece, and it’s clear that a voracious 
curiosity about the natural world was fostered in the artist’s early life.



WWF Hulk Hogan Hulkamania youth sleeping sag 
30” x 57”, c. 1991 
On loan from the artist’s family

This early 90’s WWF Hulk Hogan sleeping bag was chosen by artist Brent 
Lashley. The object, that usually lays on a couch or a chair in the living room, was 
probably purchased at a flea market when Brent was about 4 or 5. He says he had 
never encountered a sleeping bag before and got really fascinated by it. This object 
was chosen because it reminds Lashley of his childhood; how much his parents 
were  open minded and would allowed him to express myself.

The bright colored object is thought by the artist to be aesthetically pleasing with 
its interesting pattern inside and its bold design on the outside, but it was also 
functional. This object makes Lashley nostalgic of the many camping trips he did 
with his family. “Every time look at I get reminded off all the camping trips I went on 
with my family and wrestling matches we would watch together “. 

Besides being an object that encapsulates the bright and cheery 90’s nostalgic 
aesthetic of the artist, there is one more reason why Lashley picked this artwork: 
it represents his mother’s necessity to holding on to objects from her children’s 
past.  Lashley says his mother hangs on to everything from his childhood, even 
things that have no purpose anymore. Brent Lashley’s work often reflects on this 
contemporary habit of accumulation of kitch objects and the impossibility to let 
go of them.



Curly Maple Table,  early 20th century Near*By Near*By
On loan from the artist 
 
Sculptor and ceramicist Christy Wittmer’s first memorable experience 
encountering this curly maple table with sturdy ball legs was while her 
grandparents used the simply-designed object during cold months as an 
overflow refrigerator on their screened-in porch. The battered yet adored stand 
has two collapsible leafs and one existing drawer in it—something the artist 
discovered as a child; noting its worn, rounded handle.  After she graduated 
college in her early twenties, Wittmer received the not quite square all-wooden 
table from her uncle (who’d inherited the piece from his parents, the artist’s 
maternal grandparents, before that). Keeping the table in her first, “cool, old 
looking apartment,” the artist had scarcely any other furniture.  And even though 
it has several battle scars from its many moves over the years, to Wittmer’s mind, 
its beauty is a side effect of its functionality and she enjoys that kind of simplicity 
of materials and the handcrafted quality of it. “It was really nice to have a 
beautiful object when you’re in this period of making work and you’re thinking 
about objects…to have something around to meditate on and to use as a
 functional thing, really makes a difference in what you’re seeing.”



Sandstone rock, c. Devonian era.
On loan from the artist 
 
Geologist and sculptural artist Caleb Marhoover found this relatively small chunk 
of sandstone near the mouth of a joint and fracture cave on his grandma’s farm 
in Pike County, Ohio.  Rocks such as this were kept all over his childhood home 
by family members who had a different relationship with the family farm, than 
Marhoover had, with uninterrupted play and time to wander around the large 
plot of land. 

The ripple marks featured on this particular piece would’ve been the result of 
wave action in the shallow sea that this area of Central-Southern Ohio was cov-
ered by 300-400 million years ago.  Two lichen grow on top of each other on 
one edge of the rock, indicating when the object was unearthed, and (if one 
were trained to interpret such,) one might glean information like wind direction, 
speed, and temperature about this geographic location from a time long before 
even the glaciers of the last Ice Age melted & helped to form the Ohio River, by 
comparison, some ~3 million years ago. 

Marhoover, “never set out to be an artist,” says the recent Art Academy grad who 
begins graduate studies in architecture at Harvard in the fall.  But he has always 
been interested in time and thinking about the natural world in creative ways, 
much as a fine artist might.  And when describing the sandstone’s creation he 
does so quite poetically: “The crazy thing about this rock is—because you can see 
the distance of the ridges and the troughs—you can tell how fast the wind was 
moving.  From that you can tell what it would’ve sounded like, if you know how 
fast it was moving.  So the object itself records and stores information about the 
wind blowing,” the artist continues, “hundreds of million years have passed and 
it’s the only thing that’s recorded; the sound of the wind blowing is the only thing 
that’s left.”



Custom Knitted Afghan by Great Aunt Ruth 
1984 
On loan from the artist’s family

This is Afghan, crotched by My Great Aunt Ruth,  was given as a gift to artist Sarah 
Jones’s parents when they got married in 1984. Jones picked this object because 
it is something in her childhood that was ever-present and used often. “Although 
this object is cherished and special, we never hesitated to use it as a staple in 
pillow forts, hide and seek, sleepovers and late-night movies.”

The artist picked this hand-crotched object because it was made by her Great 
Aunt Ruth, who was always known for being crafty, and our house has handmade 
gems of hers hidden all over: Christmas Ornaments, baby blankets, pillows etc. 
The Afghan, while being hand-made and cherished by the family was constantly 
used and was moved around the house, going from the basement, to the spare 
bedroom to the living room.

This Afghan has always been mobile, moving from basement, to spare bedroom 
to living room. The artist recalls many physical interactions with the object. One 
particular attribute of the blanket that was significant to artist is that it is full of 
small holes. She remembers “lying in the spare bed in our loft, beneath the 
blanket, and sticking my fingers and toes between the crotched holes, feeling 
completely immersed in its woven threads.”

Sarah Jones is so deeply attached to this object and its aesthetical qualities and 
the memories attached to it that she has used this blanket as a subject matter in 
the painting series she completed as a thesis show while she was an 
undergraduate student a Miami University. 
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